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Abstra t. This note introdu es my extensions to Paulson's \Indu tive
Approa h" in order to reason about agents' knowledge. First, I argue
that an agent knows all the omponents of those messages she reates.
I exploit this notion on some rypto-proto ols with parti ular message
stru ture. Then, I allow a new event, message re eption, to o ur on the
network. This leads to a broad de nition of agents' knowledge, whi h
extends the existing de nition of spy's knowledge. I will dis uss strengths
and weaknesses of the two models when proving session key knowledge.

1 Overview
Paulson's \Indu tive Approa h" [6℄ is a powerful framework to reason about the
on dentiality goals [4℄ met by modern ryptographi proto ols. The expressiveness of the indu tive de nitions provides realisti models (agents may onspire
with the spy, session keys may be a identally lost, et .), while the theorem
prover Isabelle supports the me hanisations of the proofs.
The approa h relies on the on ept of tra e, whi h is a list of events that an
o ur on the network. The proto ol model is de ned by spe ifying how to build
indu tively all possible tra es of events, a ording to the message ex hanges
required by the real-world proto ol. Spe ifying all possible tra es signi es that
the model in ludes all possible situations arising when an in nite population of
agents run the proto ol. The spy is amongst these agents.
The rst onsiderations about agents' knowledge in the Indu tive Approa h
arose when I formulated the theorems stating on dentiality of session keys in
su h a way that the agents ould verify their assumptions [3℄. By invoking these
theorems, the agents are able to learn that ertain session keys are on dential,
so in reasing their knowledge.
Other approa hes allow deeper reasoning about knowledge. For instan e, the
BAN logi | though riti ised about its soundness | ontains a predi ate of
the form \A and B believe that they may use K to ommuni ate", while stateenumeration te hniques an enfor e the peers' agreement on a set of data [5℄.
Both approa hes allow reasoning about the agents' knowledge of relevant message items.
So, I started to investigate the matter within the Indu tive Approa h, fo using on the knowledge of session keys. A pair of peers A and B typi ally onsider

a key K \good" for their ommuni ation when they both have eviden e that K
is on dential, and that K is known to both of them. I will on entrate on the
latter requirement.
As a general remark, I must point out that rypto-proto ols are onventionally run by a population of agents (also said network parties, or prin ipals),
when in fa t they are run by the agents' workstations. This di eren e is rarely
pointed out in the literature (e.g. [1℄). I will hold to the onvention and speak
about agents' knowledge instead of workstations' memory ells. I will not deal
with the authenti ation of agents to workstations.

2 Model 1: ha king with message reation
Some of the shared-key proto ols analysed indu tively so far have a ommon
feature. After the trusted server has reated a new session key and the peers
have obtained it, ea h agent uses the session key to en rypt a new message,
and then sends it to the peer. Although this design ould be riti ised as an
in autious way to a hieve authenti ation, it an be exploited to prove that ea h
agent knows the session key.
One possible strategy to prove this is showing that the agent is the true
reator of the message en rypted under the session key. The ability to use a key
to build a ipher obviously implies the knowledge of the key.
More formally, an agent A is the reator of a message msg meant for her peer
B on some tra e evs, when A has sent some message msg , ontaining msg as a
omponent, to B on evs, and msg never appeared before this event:
0

A Issues B with msg on evs 
9 msg : Says A B msg 2 set evs ^ msg 2 partsfmsg g ^
msg 2
= parts(spies (takeWhile(x: x 6= Says A B msg )(rev evs)))
0

0

0

0

Re all that parts(spies evs) yields all message omponents of all messages in the
tra e evs, assuming readable iphers. Tra es are always extended from the head,
therefore the \rev" fun tion must be applied.
1: A ! S : A; B; Na
2: S ! A : fjNa ; B; Kab ; fjKab ; Agj Kb gj Ka
{z
}
|
ti ket
3: A ! B : fjKab ; Agj Kb
{z
}
|
ti ket
4: B ! A : fjNb gj Kab
5: A ! B : fjN b 1gj Kab
Fig. 1.

The shared-key Needham-S hroeder proto ol

I have proved that the Issues predi ate holds on several messages of BAN Kerberos, Kerberos IV, and the shared-key Needham-S hroeder proto ol (Fig. 1).
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For example, B's knowledge of the session key on the Needham-S hroeder proto ol (Lemma 1) an be stated as follows: if B sends message 4 of the proto ol,
i.e. the event

Says B A (Crypt K (Non e Nb ))

(1)

appears on a tra e evs, then
B Issues A with (Crypt K (Non e Nb )) on evs
The on lusion assesses that B is the true reator of the ipher, whi h an
be read as B knows K. Lemmas of this form usually require a on dentiality
assumption on the key K, otherwise the spy ould forge the ipher and onfute
the on lusion. However, in this ase B en rypts a fresh non e so the spy annot
tamper with it.
Clearly, this te hnique annot be applied if the peers do not use the session
key after its re eption. However, the peers do know the session key when they
re eive it. To express this property, I de ided to model message re eption.

3 Model 2: de ning agents' knowledge
The event Gets A msg formalises agent A re eiving message msg. The proto ol
model allows a message sent by A to B to be possibly (not ne essarily for the
network is inse ure) re eived by B. The same message an be re eived more
than on e, and even by the wrong re ipient [2℄. In identally, this model must
be used to formalise non-repudiation proto ols and express properties like nonrepudiation of re eption.
At this stage, I have de ned a fun tion knows that takes as parameters an
agent and a tra e, yielding all messages that the agent has handled on the tra e.
The base ase states that an agent knows her initial state. The indu tive steps
(the ase for the Notes event is omitted here for brevity) state that ea h agent
knows what she sends or re eives, while the spy knows all messages ever sent.

knows A (Says A BX # evs) ,

(

0

knows A (Gets A X # evs) ,
0

(

fX g [ knows A

evs

fX g [ knows A

evs

knows A evs

knows A evs

if A = A
otherwise
0

_

A = Spy

if A = A
otherwise
0

Re all that a message an be re eived only if it was sent, therefore the indu tive
step on Gets does not need to enri h the spy's knowledge. This de nition extends
and repla es the existing de nition of the fun tion spies [6℄.
Agent A's knowledge of a message msg is formalised by msg 2 (knows A evs)
for some tra e evs, while A's knowledge of a message omponent, say a key K, is
expressed as Key K 2 analz(knows A evs), meaning that A must extra t K from
a message amongst those that she knows.
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In this model, B's knowledge of the session key on Needham-S hroeder
(Lemma 2) states that if B re eives the \ti ket" sealed under his shared key,
i.e. the event

Gets B (Crypt(shrK B) fjKey K; Agent Agj )

(2)

appears on a tra e evs, then B an a ess K from the traÆ she has handled,

Key K 2 analz(knows B evs)

4 Proving more signi ant guarantees
At this stage, I want to make the above results available to the respe tive peers.
More on retely, while those lemmas merely tell the agents what themselves
know, I will now build up from them more ru ial guarantees telling the agents
what their peers know. I will still on entrate on knowledge of session keys.
In Model 1, I an easily prove by indu tion that if

Crypt (shrK A) fjN; Agent B; Key K; X gj 2 parts(spies evs)
Crypt K (Non e Nb ) 2 parts(spies evs)
and K is on dential, then event (1) must be on the tra e evs. The message
m = fjN; B; K; X gj Ka is required to appear in the traÆ on evs to pinpoint the
peers for K. Con dentiality over K is needed to prevent the spy from forging
the message m = fjNb gj K (not needed in Lemma 1 be ause Nb was assumed to
be the fresh non e reated in step 4); this assumption an be relaxed to further
requirements that A an partially verify [3℄.
Re ning Lemma 1 by this result yields Theorem 1: if the messages m and
m appear in the traÆ and K is on dential, then B knows K. Therefore, If
A ever gets hold of m and m and veri es the on dentiality of K, then she
an apply the theorem and dedu e her peer's knowledge of K. I have proved a
symmetri guarantee for B.
Similarly, in Model 2, if the events
0

0

0

Gets A (Crypt (shrK A) fjN; Agent B; Key K; X gj )
Gets A (Crypt K (Non e Nb ))
o ur on a tra e evs, and K is on dential, I an prove that

Says B A (Crypt K(Non e Nb ))
o urs on evs, and then that event (2) also o urs on evs. Therefore, Lemma 2
an be re ned by this result produ ing Theorem 2, whi h is a guarantee for A:
if A re eives the messages m and m , and veri es K to be on dential, then B
knows K.
0
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5 Dis ussion
Theorems 1 and 2 are pra ti ally equivalent be ause they be ome appli able to
A at the same instan e of time, i.e. when she gets hold of the messages m and
m ( learly, A must rst de rypt m in order to extra t the session key K to
de rypt m ). Both theorems establish the same result, whi h may be interpreted
as B's non-repudiation of knowledge of K with A be ause it forbids B to mislead
A about B not knowing K.
The only di eren e is that, sin e Model 1 does not ontain message re eption,
Theorem 1 must refer to some earlier time: the instan e when the messages
appeared in the traÆ . Consequently, it ould be argued that Theorem 1 is
somewhat stronger be ause it enfor es its result earlier than Theorem 2 does.
The requirement of on dentiality of the session key is ne essary to prove
that a ertain event involving su h key ould only o ur if some other event
did previously o ur on the same tra e. As des ribed above, this strategy was
followed for proving both theorems, whi h therefore must assume a on dential
session key.
Consider a proto ol whose last message delivers a session key, say, to B. In
this s enario, Model 1 annot help be ause no Issues property an be proved. By
Model 2, I ould still enfor e a result of the form of Lemma 2 but not of Theorem
2 be ause there exists no event that implies B's re eption of the last message of
the proto ol. Therefore, the result of Lemma 2 annot be made available to A.
Now, think of a proto ol whi h delivers a session key to B and then terminates
with B sending a message to A. Even if the message does not ontain the session
key, I an exploit this last event to establish a result of the form of Theorem 2.
Therefore, Model 2 seems to have a broader s ope.
The two models ould be easily ombined to apture a broader notion of
knowledge, but I believe that Model 2 an elegantly ope with most realisti
ir umstan es. Both models may be used to reason about knowledge of any
message items.
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